
HOLDING ON
EVENT DETAILS

TIME: For Time
GOAL: For Time

MEN RX:
- Barbell: 115lbs (50+ 105lbs)
- Rower: 500M - 375M - 250M - 125M

MEN SCALE:
- Barbell: 105lbs (50+ 95lbs)
- Rower: 500M - 375M - 250M - 125M

WOMEN RX:
- Barbell: 75lbs (50+ 65lbs)
- Rower: 400M - 300M - 200M - 100M

WOMEN SCALE:
- Barbell: 65lbs (50+ 55lbs)
- Rower: 400M - 300M - 200M - 100M

For Time: (Each Athlete)
Rower

Barbell Farmer Hold
Rower

Bar Hang Hold
Rower

Barbell Farmer Hold
Rower

Bar Hang Hold



EVENT DESCRIPTION

Athlete 1 will start with prescribed meters on the rower. Athlete 2 will have to complete a
barbell farmers hold until athlete 1 finishes the rower. Athletes will switch until both
athletes have completed the prescribed meters. They will follow this sequence until they
have completed all (4) sets each. They will be scored off of how fast they can complete
the workout. Athletes will be penalized 2 seconds every time they drop the bar and or
drop from the bar hang hold. Additional time penalties will be given to athletes for not
returning to bar holds within 4 seconds.

RX MOVEMENT STANDARDS

Row: Athletes can set damper to personal preference. Athletes cannot get off the rower
until Meters have been reached. Athletes cannot start rowing until partner 2 starts the
holds.

Barbell Hold: Athletes must hold the bar in hands with hips extended at all times.
Athletes cannot use legs to help support the bar.

Bar Hang Hold: Athletes must hang without using support of any kind besides hands.

SCALE MOVEMENT STANDARDS

Row: Athletes can set damper to personal preference. Athletes cannot get off the rower
until Meters have been reached. Athletes cannot start rowing until partner 2 starts the
holds.

Barbell Hold: Athletes must hold the bar in hands with hips extended at all times.
Athletes cannot use legs to help support the bar.

Bar Hang Hold: Athletes must hang without using support of any kind besides hands.


